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or Will Turkey be Europe's lost tear?

JOHANN-VOLKER PETER

Turkey is not ready for the
Eu. Yet, whoever chooses
to ignore its efforts for
integration into Europe
draws a border on the

"

political map which does
not exist in reality. The EU
can support Turkey's
modernisation by
encouraging its efforts. If
Turkey and the EU do not'
take this chance, Turkey'
will become the bridgehead
only for Europe's gradual
Islamisation

A TEARFUL FACE DOES NOT LOOK
forward to the future. Almost 97 percent
of Turkey's national territory belongs to
Asia wh\le only 3 percent is lost in

\

Europe. 1:10m this perspective, Turkey is
not a natural member of the EU like
Germany and France. However, Turkey

always belonged to Europe's countenance
in history - not only since the ancient
world and the Byzantine Empire but at the
latest since its association with the EU in
1963. Has the EU thus been right to offer
accession talks to Turkey (on Friday,
December 17, 2004)?

A recent survey indicates that the
French (67 percent) and Germans (55 per-
cent) oppose ED membership for Turkey
(Le Figaro, December 13, 2004). Some
Europeans are against Turkey's entry to the
EU for economical reasons. Others .\lave
adopted this attitude towards the Turks
because the Muslim communities have not
integrated into Europe. Certainly, Turkey's
accession to the EU holds the danger of a
cultural overthrow of Europe as the counQ"y
is gradually Islamised in spite of its consti-
tutional secularism.

Since the foundation of the Republic of
Turkey in 1923, its population has increased
from almost 14 million to 7QJ!..millionpeople
today. During the last 1Orty years alone
Turkey's population has almost doubled. The
Council of Europe informs in its demograph-
ic report for 2003 that "in all European coun-
tries, except Turkey, the total fertility"'ratlf'lY
currently below replacement level."

This does not mean that the integration
of Turkey will necessarily fail. The EU has
adopted in one go the entry of 74.1 million
people in May 2004 from East Europe and
the Baltic states. This was possible because
the EU and the new countries shared the
political background. It also seems that the
accession of the new member states can be
borne economically. What about Turkey?

Turkey never gave up its efforts to inte-
grate into Europe. It joined a customs
union with the EU on January 1, 1996. It is
also a member of the Council of Europe
since 1949 and the NATO since 1952. It
has participated in the NATO missions of
the SFOR in Bosnia-Herzegovina since
1995, the KFOR in Kosovo in 1999 and the
ISAF in Afghanistan since 2001. Turkey

also served as West-Europe' s south -eastern neroIt already exports 51 percen~ of its prod-
shield against the Communist threat. ucts to the EU. Though the TurkIsh economy

According to its constitution, Turkey is is still inconsistent and suffers on account of
a parliamentarian democracy with free i~ high .foreign d~bt, it is a growth market
elections. The separation of powers and the ~lth a hl!;\hpo~entH~l.Therefore the econom-
independence of the judiciary are constitu- lcal relationship wIth Tm;key.must be v.:e1-
tionally guarantied. Like other European come. Germany, Turkey s bIggest tradIng
constitutions, the Turkish constitution pro- partner, can lead the w~Germany has not
vides for a Constitutional Court that can only the highest TurktSIiShare of population
judge constitutionality of the laws enacted in the EU but also has a highly developed
by the parliament. The constitution recog- infrastructure. Economic trends show that by
nises the basic rights to freedom and equal- 2010, 100,000 Turkish entrepreneurs might
ity for all people. engage 650,000 employees in Germany with

, But, Amnesty International has under- about 95 billion euro annual sales. T4e two
lined in its February 2004 memorandum to countries have opened a joint chamber of
the Turkish prime minister that human industry and com~rce, the only bilateral
rights are still be~olated. The violations chamber in Turkey according to the
are "grouped inwfour main areas: continu- Turkish Act on Chambers. The economic
ing allegations of torture and ill-treatment exchange can be expected to lead to greater
by lflw enforcement officials; impunity of intercultural exchange and a better under-
law enforcement officials for such crimes standing of each other. '
and the need to address the legacy of viola- One must realise that Turkey is not ready
tions; continuing restrictions on freedom of for the EU. Its internal policy with respect to
expression and the criininalisation of peace- human rights, its economy and its ambiguous
ful expression of dissenting opinion; and situation about Islam do not allow its niem-
violenceagainstwomen." , bership. Nevertheless, whoever chooses to

Since 2003 there have been 2,616 com- ignore Turkey's efforts to enforce its integra-
plaints to the European Court of Human tion into Europe draws a border on the politi-
Rights against Turkey. In 77 decisions the calmap which does not exist in reality. After
court has ruled on 76 occasions that human the EU has offered qualified accession talks
rights have been violated. The proportion is to Turkey, the country has the chance to
disillusioning. It is certainly not enough to become a full member of the EU in more than
recognise human rights in the constitution; ten years. It seems tltus that Turkey has suffi-
there must be consis~ practice. Otherwise cient time to deal with its political, economi-
the state isinhumaii even if it disguises the cal and cultural problems. In fact, the EU can
fact and its constitution is 'nicely written'. support Turkey's modernisation by encourag-

The role of the military is unclear, too. ing its efforts concerning human rights and
According to its self-conception, the military econOmic uplift. However, Islamic funda-
is a guard against Turkey's Islamisation. mentalism must be curbed. If Turkey and the
While holding down radical Isl~ is reas- EU do not take this chance, Turkey will
soong, this is a'political not a military issue. become the lost tear of Europe in spite of a
The military Camlotbe a state within the state. 96'mmon history. It will be excluded from
It must be politically neutral and controlleVEurope forever and be the bridgehead only for
by civilian authority. Europe's gradual Islamisation.

Apart from the labour market problem
lurking in Turkey's accession to the EU,
Turkey might be a reliable economical part-
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